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ABSTRACT 
The paper outlines the important role women have and continue 
to play in agriculture, health, co-operatives and informal sector activiti 
It then looks at the educational opportunities available to them and 
particularly in the field of sciencc and technology. Data is provided 
which indicates shortcomings in this field. The paper then argues for 
concerted efforts to improve the access of girls to quality science 
education especially at the secondary school level and thereby uplift the 
scientific literacy and skills of women. 
lihile the paper argues for continued attention to factors which 
initially hinder access of girls to formal education, it recommends 
increased focus on what goes on within the education system. The 
quality, diversity and effectiveness of curriculum offered at all levels.o 
the schooling systeri should therefore be a matter of critical concern. 
Stress should be given to quality sciencc curriculum not only to improve 
the competitiveness of women in formal sector opportunities but much mere 
so to enhance their masterly of scientific and technological knowledge and 
skills necessary for participation in various spheres of development. 
SECONDARY SCHOOL EDUCATION FOR GIRLS IN KENYA: THE 
NEED FOR A MORE SCIENCE-BASED CURRICULUM TO ENHANCE 
WOMEN'S GREATER PARTICIPATION IN DEVELOPMENT.'-' 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Towards the end of 1988, Kenya will be celebrating its twenty-
fifth year of political independence. During this period, the country has 
undergone many changes which have profoundly affected the character of its 
economy, population, social structure, education anc the situation of 
women. This paper is an attempt to analyse the changes which have occured 
in education, focussing in particular on the curriculum offered to girls 
at secondary school level. Our analysis starts with the socio-economic 
context of the development cf education and then moves into a brief outline 
cf the changes in the educational sector. This leads us to a discussion on 
educational opportunities for girls at the secondary school level which is 
followed by an analysis of the curriculum offered thereof. We then attempt 
to draw the implication of that curriculum to the educational opportunities, 
careers, and overall participation of women in development in Kenya. 
II. THE CONTEXT OF DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATION IN KENYA 
(a) The Colonial Legacy: 
The present Kenya has evolved from a colonial economy, dominated 
by a powerful minority settler community whe controlled practically every 
aspect of colonial development with support of the British Government, to 
a mixed economy whose agriculture is predominantly in the hands of African 
small-holder producers (ILO:1972) while industrial and commercial sectors 
are still dominated by Asian and foreign capital. The colonial framework 
provided the missionaries with opportunities to propagate Christianity and 
initiate western education for the Africans. At the same time, some of the 
Asians who were brought into the colony at the turn of the century to prcvide 
labour for building the Kenya-Uganda railway, remained, to be followed later 
on by mere migrants from the Indian sub-continent. They provided skilled 
and semi-skilled labour to the country. The Asians also moved into retail 
trade, wholesale business and other commercial services, a sector they have 
dominated since then (Swainson:1980). The Africans on the other hand, being 
deprived of some of their agricultural land and being limited in access to 
This is a revised version cf a background paper prepared for an International 
Confeyen-c on Worldwide Education for Women: Progress, Prospects and Agenda 
for the Tuture held at Mount Hdyoke College, Massachusetts. USA, November, 1987. 
I an grateful to Wanjiku Kabira, Ben Makau, P. Njcri Hwaura and Pauline Ri-->. 
for comments on the earlier draft of this paper. 
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western education and improved agricultural methods, became unskilled 
labourers on the European farms and ether colonial enterprises. It is 
necessary tc note here that the opportunities which existed for Africans 
for western education and employment in colonial Kenya were predominantly 
taken up by males (Kinyanjui:1975, Kagia:1985, and 0bura:1986). The con-
sequences of these policies have remained even after independence. 
The colonial division cf jabour was accompanied by racial in-
equality in allocation of political power, economic and education resources. 
This form of inequality was the most dominant in the colony and tended there-
fore to make other forms of inequalities such as regicnal, class and gender. 
Consequently the conflicts which dominated the life of the colony were those 
between the colonised majority cn one hand and the colonial settlers and 
administrators on the other. These were the concerns and conflicts which 
shaped the character and pace of development in the colonial period (Rosenberg 
and Nottingham:1966). 
The conflicts of the colonial society exploded into the Mau Mau 
insurrection of 1950-1957 which in turn forced the colonial power to initiate 
reforms which were intended to diffuse the conflicts in the colonial society 
by incorporating the Africans into the mainstream of the economic and politi-
cal system. 
The reforms which wore strated by the colonial administration 
were carried cut through by the- independent government and involved political 
institutions (Colonial Legislative Council becoming the National Assembly, 
the establishment of political parties, adult franchise etc), the labour 
market (establishment of labour unions, and provision of amenities for workers 
with a view of establishing what was predominantly a migrant labour), involve-
ment cf Africans in urban commercial enterprises; and most important of all 
land reform and agrarian change (Leys:1974; Kinyanjui: 1979; and Chege: 1987). 
The reforms started in 1954 and continued for the first fifteen 
years of independence. The outcome of this process has been emergence of 
a political, economic and social system which is predominantly controlled by 
an African elite in alliance with international capital. The reforms ensured 
smooth transition and continuity of the capitalist development which was 
founded in the colonial period. These policies also ensured tlie cuU-euchmont 
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of the system which on one hand stifled and marginalised the forces which 
challenged this form cf development, and on the ether created a favourable 
climate for international capital. 
As a means of highlighting the position of women in the Kenyan 
society anc thereby providing a context in which to analyse secondary school 
curriculum and opportunities for girls, we intend to focus briefly on two 
aspects of post-cclonial development, agriculture and education. 
(b) The Agrarian Change 
The land reform which was carried out from 1954 and well into 
first and second decades of independence, involved change in land tenure 
in the former African areas or reserves as they were then called, and the 
establishment cf settlements fcr the landless, and allowing individual 
ownership of land by rich Africans in the former white highlands. In African 
areas, land reform consisted of land consolidation, registration and the 
issue cf title deeds to individuals. This process which started in central 
districts cf Kenya ir. the fifties was extended into other areas in the six-
ties and seventies. By 1977 over 11 million hectares of land had been con-
solidated which meant most of the land in Central, Western and Nyanza Provinces 
and most of the districts in the Rift Valley had undergone this change. In 
the last ten years virtually all the remaining districts in Rift Valley, 
Eastern and Coast Provinces have been affected by the land reform. Individual 
ownership of land is now an established form of land tenure in the high 
potential agricultural areas which make about 20 per cent cf Kenya's land. 
Host cf this land is however, registered ir: the names of men. 
These land measures have been closely followed by promotion of 
commodity production by small-scale producers. Production of coffee, tea, 
pyret'nrum, sugar-cane, diary cattle and horticulture was introduced in areas 
where land rc-fcrm had occured with the support cf credit facilities being 
provided by government agencies and technical services like agricultural 
extension being provided by the staff of the Ministry cf Agriculture. 
The second aspect of land reform was the extension of land fron-
tier through the acquisition by the government of the land which was owned 
by British settlers for the settlement cf landless Africans. About a million 
acres were utilised fcr this purpose, leading to the creation of new rural 
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districts. This process was possible through international capital from 
Britain, West Germany and the World Bank. These new settlements received 
technical and financial support to enable the small-holders to enter into 
cash economy (IL0:1972). In addition, many groups in central Kenya organised 
themselves into land buying cooperatives, which acquired more land for their 
members. While in the sixties and seventies, these land-buying cooperatives 
continued to farm and manage these farms collectively, the government in 
1981 decided to break-up all lan3-buying cooperatives and companies because 
of corruption and mismanagement which existed ir. their operation. This has 
led to further fragmentation of the former large-scale farms. The remaining 
large scale farms were acquired by individuals or remained in the hands of 
international corporations. These have maintained their declined but signi-
ficant proportion of total production of tea, coffee and horticulture. 
These changes in the countryside have affected the character and 
relations of production distribution and social differentiation in rural 
Kenya.' The production cf commodities for export and domestic market is pre-
dominantly in the hands of the small-producers. In 1585 small-scale producers 
accounted for 54 per cent of the .gross marketed production as compared to 
about 40 per cent in 1S65. This dominance cf the small-producers should also 
be noted in the production of food for domestic consumption, whose value is 
not computed. It should however be noted that beyond the objective of in-
creased agricultural production, there are other critical issues like how 
this production is controlled and shared, and its consequences to social, 
differentiation in the countryside. While these issues are partinent to an 
analysis of agrarian change in Kenya since independence, this paper because 
of its fccus does not directly or in rif=Tailed form deal with these problems. 
The second aspect cf these developments have been the emergence of 
agricultural cooperatives as major forces in economic and agricultural develop 
ment. These co-operatives have invested their surplus capital in both rural 
and urban ai'eas, in addition to providing farmers with farm inputs, transport 
and above all marketing of agricultural commodities produced by peasant 
farmers. In 1980 these societies numbered about 1,370, and increased to 
1,557 in 1985 (Mutiso: 1987). 
The realisation of agricultural and land policies in Kenya in the 
last thirty years would not have been possible without the contribution cf 
rural women, both agricultural and pastoral. Recent research (Wanjiku Kabira 
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et.al 1985: ILO JASPA: 1986, Gachukia, et al: 1586, Safilics-Rothchild and 
Hburugu E. 1986 arid ethers) in Kenya has indicated the enormous contribution 
women have made in the implementation cf agricultural policies such as the 
introduction of cash crops (coffee, tea, pyrethrum), dairy cattle, improved 
seeds (maize and horticultural crops) and in the success of agricultural co-
operatives. Until' towards the end of the seventies, this contribution has 
occured in the context of women having no legal rights to ownership cf the 
land, but rather the user rights. Women access to land has been made 
pcssible in mcst cases, through absence of males from homes, by an increase 
in the' number of households which arc- headed by females, and in addition to 
women buying land through women's groups. 
Although women are the main producers of cash food crops, their 
membership cf the -co-operatives have been limited to a small proportion cf 
the total membership, which seem to indicate they do not have control over 
the incomes from their farm production. In 1975, women ferried only 16 per 
cent of the total membership of the co-operatives in Kenya which was 887,000^ 
However, this situation is rapidly changing, for in 1984 the proportion of 
women had increased to 20.2 per cent out cf 1.8 million. While membership 
cf cooperatives is slowly coming to reflect the true picture of agricultural 
producers, the credit facilities (Shipton: 1285: 315) and extension services 
have however retained their structured bias against women. The extension 
workers have in essence been educating the husbands aL-ony the- farmers, " . 
and not directly educ.-.tinjg tJ)^  furors Oo.-f.ijt ttaeuse]ves .1 
Recognition cf the role of women in agriculture is crucial in 
planning of the provision of services, technology and education required to 
reinforce and enable agricultural producers not only to intensify their 
production but also to take products of their labour. Formal and informal 
education is therefore not only important in enhancing production and ado;. -
tion of rural innovations; but it is also a crucial tool for empowerment cf 
women in all sectors of the society. In this respect science education for 
women is very important for continued increase in food production and family 
welfare. 
1. Onwuke, Audrey, "African Women Feed the Continent" African Concord 
August 6, 1987, p 29-30. The writer argues thct "agricultural machinery, 
improved seeds, fertilizers inputs and credit should be directed to women" 
see also CASTAERICA II, 'Kilimanjaro Declaration' adopted by the second Con-
ference of Ministers Responsible for the Application of Science and Techr.olop 
in Africa: Arusha, Tanzania July 15, 1987. 
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(c) The Population Growth 
Tho main developments in the country during the last twc decades 
have focused on how to improve and maintain the standards cf living of the 
population through measures such as land reform, introduction of agricultural 
innovations, credit and technical services, and increased health services. 
In general, this has to be done through investing in rural infrastructure and 
services which are all geared towards increasing rural incomes, and access 
to education and employment opportunities. It is however, necessary to note 
that all these changes have occured in the context cf a rapidly increasing 
population. Kenya, at the tine cf independence had a population of about 8.6 
million which increased to 10.9 million in 1969 and 16.1 million in 1S79. 
Currently, Kenya population is estimated at 21 million. The annual growth 
rate of the population in the period between 1962 to 1265 was estimated at 
3.4 per cent and increased zo 3.8 per cent between 1969 to 1979. This trend 
has continued in the eighties at an estimated growth rate of 4.0 per cent, 
the highest growth rate in Africa. This rate of population increase is ex-
pected to continue well into the next contury, (to an estimated population 
of 36.5 million in year 2000), despite the family planning measures which, 
the country has adopted (The World Bank: 1986). 
The rapid population growth has been attributed not only to demog-
raphic factors such as high levels cf.fertility and decline in mortality, but 
also to the improved economic, health and educational levels of the popul-
ation and especially for people in the rural areas. Our main concern here 
is how this high rate of population growth effects the welfare and advance-
ment of women in general and in particular their access and participation 
in the education system. Interrelated with this question, is how the expan-
sion cf schooling opportunities in the period of independence has benefited 
the advancement cf women at various levels cf the education system. 
The relationship and interaction cf economic and agricultural 
development with population growth and expansion of education and the emerg-
ing stxual division of labour is complex and needs careful and detailed 
analysis. As we have observed above, change in lane tenure, introduction 
of cash crops, improved seeds end better methods of farming leading to in-
creased incomes, food production and employment epportunties in rural areas, 
has also altered the traditional social structure and division of labour 
between men and women and between age groups. The consequences are that more 
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family economic responsibilities have been taken up by women. These changes 
while largely being positive, can also have negative consequences or, the 
status of women which should ic.t be overlooked. We need therefore to make 
3 few observations about thos3 relationships. First, the overall increase 
in rural incomes and food production has lec to increased food consumption 
and better nutrition. This, coupled with access to health facilities and 
general education has reduced the infant mortality and increased levels of 
fertility. This in turn has led to more demand for food, incomes, education 
and employment opportunities. The changing consumption patterns and rising 
expectations has confounded the situation leading to further pressure on exist-
ing land, various forms of environmental degradation, fragmentation and also 
encroachment on marginal lands. 
Secondly, families faced with these situations have tended tc. 
invest more in education, as a means of widening their frontiers cf oppor-
tunities, by hoping that educated children would move out of the densely 
populated land into formal employment and thereby increase chances of income 
remittances (Paterscn: 1984). The opportunities which existed for the 
educated personnel in the sixties fuelled tremendous faith in education 
which has hardly beer, shaker, even with increasing unemployment among schcr.l 
leavers, in addition to the ever rising costs'of education to the family. 
Girls education at primary school level has been boosted by this hope, parti-
cularly in the rich agricultural districts of Kenya (Kinyanjui: 1981). 
Thirdly, we need to recognise that despite the achievements and 
progress made in Kenya since independence, poverty fcr many rural and urban 
households remains a painful reality. In the rural areas, the lack of access 
to land, employment, education, water, health, agricultural technical and 
credit services, has left many households and individuals without adequate ;• 
incomes, food and other forms'of subsistence (ILO: 1672 and CBS and U'NICFF: 
1984). The increased population growth has accentuated the problems of 
pastoralists without livestock as a result cf reoccuring, drought. Women 
in this situation, ur.like thcs.\ whe have access to land and cash crop incomes, 
carry heavier burdens of up!ringing their families ar.d educating their child-
ren. 
Consequently girls from these families have less opportunities of 
attending primary schools an., when they do, there is strong probability of 
their dropping before completing the first cycle. Hence the existing social 
uifferentiation is reflected in the access of girls to all levels cf education. 
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Fourthly, the search for employment outside the family farm has 
led to a situation where most men are absent from their homes for considerable 
periods of time the consequences of this, is that most rural households 
are led by women, and farming and other decisions are left in their hands. 
Cash crop and food production is often therefore the responsibility of . 
women although not necessarily the registered owners of the land on which 
production is carried out. At farm level, the women are the decision-
makers and we assume that decisions to educate children in the families 
are increasingly failing into their hands. This may also be true among the 
households of r^al poor. The outcome of this is the increased enrolment 
of girls in the first two classes at primary level. 
In 1984 and 1°85 the enrolment of girls in these classes was 
about 49 per cent of the total enrolment, while in some districts the 
enrolment "of girls was eoual or more than that of boys. The proportion 
of girls in e3ch class however declines as vou move to upper classes of 
primary level cycle. 
In summary, the changes which have occured in the rural areas 
of Kenya have led to a great deal of differentiation which can be observed 
in terms of regional, class and gender inequalities (Hanrerud: 1984). The 
inequalities at the social and economic levels tend to be reproduced in the 
education sector in the wav opportunities and resources for schooling are 
distributed (Hangerud: 1984 309 - 319). Kith rising population, and the 
risinr costs of education, courled with the external factors which the 
country is exposed to, the challenge in the next decade will be how to maintain 
the educational gains of the last twenty four years and at the same time 
promote educational opportunities for disadvantaged groups in the svstem. 
2. Tnis point brought out in a recent study by Safilios - Rothschild, C. 
and tfcurugu, E. K. "Men's and Women's Agricultural Production and 
Incomes in Rural Ker.yV mimeo a paper presented at a seminar on 
"Agricultural Development, Population and the Status of Women" Nyeri, 
Kenya September, 2-3, 1987. 
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III EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS SINCE INDEPENDENCE 
Many changes have occured in the education sector sini~ 
independence. The racial system of education that characterised the colonial 
education was disbanded in 1964 to create a unified national system. At 
the same time the cc.ntent of school curricula at all levels of education 
were revised to incorporate materials which made knowledge of Kenva and 
Africa central to learning. In some cases new subiects like new maths, 
business education, industrial education arid agriculture were introduced 
in secondary schools. (Liliis: 1985). Local teachers ar.d administrators 
were trained and given full rcspcnsibilitv of teaching new curri«ula and 
administering the new and expanding school system. With disbanding cf the 
colonial system cf education, the country moved from eight years of 
primary education to seven years of primary, four years of secondary, two 
years of higher school and three or four years of universitv education. 
This structure has now been changed to 8-U-U- system of education (eight 
years of primary, four years of secondary and four vears of the first degree). 
The system has been implemented at primary level and is in the process of 
implementation at secondary level. It will be operational at the University 
level from 1990. 
The examination system has chanred a great deal since independence 
when overseas Cambridge Examination Syndicate was the examining and 
certifying body at the end of secondary school education ana at higher 
education level. In the late sixties this was replaced by East African 
Certificate of Education which was operated by the three East African 
countries. This eventually paved way for the establishment cf Kenya 
National Examination Council (KNPC) which has authority on all national 
examinations taken in the country other than in Universities. 
These changes have corresponded to changes in school curriculum sn'i 
has in most cases enhanced.the introduction of local materials in the 
learning process. 
The most remarkable change in education in this period, is 
however, the quantitative expansion that has occured at all levels of the 
system. The table below shows how enrolments at each level have expanded 
in the period between 1963 to ISPU. 
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Table 1: The Growth of Education, 1963 to 1984 
Level 1963 1973 1984 Annual 
Growth Rate 
Primary: Male 587,000 1,025,000 2,269 ,000 6.4 
Female 305,000 791,000 2,111,000 9.7 
Total 892,000 1,816,000 4,360,000 7.9 
Secondary: Male 21,000" 117,000 302,000 13.4 
Female 10,000 56,000 209,000 15.5 
i* Total 31,000 175,000 511,000 14.4 
Ur.i vers ity 
(undergrade stes 3963/6" 1973/74 1984/85 
Total 370 4,4 50 7,120 15.1 
Source: Ministry of Educat ion, Annual Reports (19 64--19 84) 
The quantitative extension of primary school enrolment in 1984 had 
reached 4.4 million as compared to 332,000 in 1963. The same pattern is 
observed at secondary level, where enrolment had reached more than half 
million in 1983 as compared to 30,000 in 1963. 
' At the university the figures rose from a mere 370 undergraduates a 
the University of East Africa to 7,120 undergraduates in the three 
public universities in Kenya, of which 30 per cent were women. A big 
proportion of women beinr enrolled in the faculties of Arts and Education. 
This expansion is also reflected in resources which were allocated 
for education from the national budget. In 1963/64 financial vear the 
country spent 19 per cent of the re-current expenditure cn education, an 
allocation which increased to 27 LET cent in 1973/74 financial year and had 
reached about 34 per cent in 1 9 / 8 5 financial year. A crucial question 
is how women education has fared in this expansion. An analysis of the 
data in the table above shows that the proportion of girls enrolled in 
primary schools increased from 34 per cent to 44 and 49 per ccnt in 1973 
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and 1984 respectively. The-annual growth rate for girls during the period 
1953-1984 was 9.7 per cent. At the secondary school level the production cf 
girls enrolled increased from 32 per cent in 1983 to 33 and 41 per cent 
in 1973 and 1984 respectively. The annual growth rate for enrolment of 
girls in 19 63 to 1984 was about 15.5 per cent as compared to 13.4 fbr 
boys. These data show that girls have gained most from the cuantatitive 
educational expansion since independence. However, we need to note that 
there are still serious regional and class inequalities in access and 
participation of women in education (Hangerud: 1934:, Lewis: 1986). While 
it is not »ur intention to analyse these forms of inequalities here, it is 
nevertheless necessary to point out that any strategy which aims at 
improving opportunities for women in education must take into consideration 
the existing regional, class and school differences. 
IV. SECONDARY SCHOOL OPPORTUNITIES FOR GIRLS 
While enrolment for giris at secondary'schools has increased to 
about 40 per cent of the total, number of pupils at this level, it is 
necessary to analyse closely the types of schools attended, the curriculum 
offered and the quality of education available in general, and in the final 
analysis the outcome of secondary experience. 
The discussion here focuses on the curriculum which girls are 
exposed to at secondary school level. In doing this we need to understand 
the type cf schools the girls attend in the first instance, as this 
ultimately affects the *uality and type of «*ui-i iculum the girls are offer-
Table 2 shows the proportion of girls em-oiled in different typs-s 
of secondary schools in Kenya in 1984 and 19 95. The first category of 
schooi are the maintained secondary schools -which are tha highly subsidised 
by the government. These are viewed as the best public secondary schools i 
the country. They are however, highly differentiated (Kinyanjui (197^) in 
terms of teachers, science teaching facilities, library and other 
resources available for the realisation of curriculum goals. On the whole, 
they are the kind of schools which parents hop" their- children will get 
admission to after- eight, years of education. In 19fiu, 34 per- cent of 
students attending this type of schools were girls. This pi-juurLiju j-u.^ ir 
almost the same in 1985. 
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a: Types of School Attended ana Curriculum Offered 
Table 2: Enrolment in different types of Secondary Schoo3 s 
Type of School 
Government Maintained 
Government Assisted 
Unaided (Harambee anS 
Private) 
Whole Country 
Sex 1984 3 n d ises 
of Total Enrolment 
1984 1985 
45 48 
22 21 
33 31 
100.0 
(270,000-) 
Proportion of Girls 
V . F M F 
66 34 
52 43 
56 44 
60 40 100.0 
(297,000) 
64 _ 36 « 
56 44 
62 38 
62 38 
Source: Kenya: Economic Survey, 1986 
there 
,, The low enrolment in 1985 is because j was no Form 1 class 
in all schools in 1985, due to change to 8-4-4 system. 
The second category of schools are the assisted schools. 
These are usually community initiated (harambee) schools which are assisted 
bv the government bv provision of teachers and ir. some instances science 
laboratories. The facilities irs these schools are on the whole of average 
quality as compared to maintained,schools. This is often reflected in " 
their average performance in the Kenya Certificate of Education (KCE). 
In 1985 girls, enrolled in these type of schools were 24 per cent of all 
girls enrolled in secondary schools. Nevertheless they form.ed 44 per-
cent of enrolment of this category of schools. 
The third category of secondary schools are tcrr^d 'unaided' 
schools. These are the community based self-help (harambee) and the 
privately owned for profit making schools. School fees are usually 
higher than in the maintained schools, while their physical facilities and 
learning materials (text books, libraries and laboratories) arc- inferior, 
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if available at all. The teachers are poorly qualified and motivated". 
In 19E5, a third of the girls enrolled in secondary schools were in these 
schools. Thus in 1984, 44 per cent of the enrolment in unaided schools 
were girls which should be compared to'34 per cent of the enrolment in 
maintained schools... In 1985 this pattern showed some change. 
What need to be observed here is that girls getting access to 
secondary education in Kenya are cost likely to end up in assisred schools 
and unaided schools. 
In 1984, f-2 per cant ended here while ir. 1985 it went down to 
57 per cent. This is a fact which has been observed in the last ter. years 
(CES and UNICEF 1984). The fact that girls on the whole are attending 
poorer schools need to be borne in mind when assessing the curriculum 
which they are exposed to at this level. 
There Is however, need for more research in this' field to try 
and disaggregate the various broad categorization of secondary schools, as 
it is likely these categories hide inequalities which may be working against 
the .advancement of women education. Coupled with this, it is necessary 
to note That the increasing, burden of financing education which is being, 
shifted to parents,is'likely to work apainst increased enrolment and 
participation of girls in the government maintained schools which are 
currently subsidized (Weekly Review: July 3, 1987). 
Secondary schools in Kenya' arc expected in theory to offer to 
thiir pupils similar curriculum which is examinable nationally by the 
Kenya National Examinations Council at the end cf four years of secondary 
schooling. However, what each school ofror is differential eid aeeviJi::^ le> il^ -
type cf school which is reflected by the training and experience of the 
teachers, available facilities, J^lvraLury, "libi-ui-y end --iso-rc-orr;) and 
3. Ministry of Education, Science ouJ Techi;-,!opy, "The. 8-4-4 cvcle of 
Education" mimeo April, 1987; see also a lt-tler to the- Editor Daily 
Nation, 2Mth September, 1S8T! Private Schools can do better" 
by H. E. Samson. 
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other inputs essential for accomplishing objectives of a curriculum. As 
we have observed Kenya secondary schools are differentiated in terms 
of maintained, assisted and unaided schools which is an indication of the 
nay resources are distributed for the realisation of the national 
curriculum objectives. As indicated within each of the three broad 
categories of schools there is added differentiation in terms of quality 
of teaching staff and learning resources available to students for 
achieving the set education reals. B. K. Makau (1987) has observed that 
in the maintained category cf secondary schools, current grant-in-aid 
(from central government) fell far short of the living, and learning 
requirements of the students. We can extend this observation to assisted 
schools and unaided hcirambeo and pri\-ate schools which previous research 
(kinyanjui: 1974, CBS and I'l-HCEI': 1984) had clearly indicated were 
poorly equipped to handle secondary education. 
And since most of the girls attending secondary schools were 
enrolled in these two categories of schools, wo car. conclude they are 
exposed to situations which are hardly adequate for learning and living 
at this level of schooling. Consequently, most of these schools do hot 
offer science subjects, a fact which will be observed later on when we 
analyse pci-fiji-m^ no- in nations taken at the end of the secondary cycle. 
The quality and breadth of cui i'5u:: -jPfcrr-d at each secondary 
school is largely dependent on the financial resources available to the 
school, from the. government, (if it is a maintained or assisted school), 
and what the parents c; n pay in tc-rms of fees and self-heir donations. 
In a private or a haramhee rcbool the primary source of finance, is the 
parent or donations from the community. The financial resources often 
determine the teachers to bo recruited and facilities to be provided. While 
the rich schools (private and maintained) can afford in addition to the 
proscribed curriculum t- offer a variety of subject- and txlit-t-uw-icjlar 
activities and thereby ewmiuu.-ly ciu-.iuii the Jcsj-ning and living ciicunt»-ri,er.r; 
of pupils, the poor schools (private, assisted and harambee) have often to 
limit their teaching to the basic rciiiiirumails, .-ivo'^ 'ing subjects which 
require expensive inputs. This affects mostly girls and in general pupils 
who come from poor households (CBS and UNICEr 1984, Kakau. 1986, Lewis: 198S). 
The Kenya Certificate of Education Examination results of 1985 and 1086 shows 
that girls were concentrating more on subjects which dir! not. entail expensive 
Icnchittf inputs and lc-ving cut science subjects. 
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Hence, opportunities for a broad, high quality and an enriched 
curriculum in Kenya has been limited to a small number of maintained 
secondary schools and high-cost private schools. In 1385 and 1986, Kenya 
Certificate of Education (KCE) examination, these schools were dominant 
in the top twenty schools in the Country (Weekly Review, February 1986 and 1987). 
In 1984 secondary schools were required to prepare themselves for 
the implementation of 8-4-4 educational structure and curriculum. A wide 
ranging secondary school curriculum comprising of twenty-nine examinable 
subjects has been introduced. These subjects have been grouped into four 
categories out of which students entering for Kenya Certificate cf 
Secondary Education (KCSE) examinations are required to choose at least 
ten subjects on which to be examined. 
The choice cf the ten subieots are illustrated below: 
Gr;up I 
1. English 
S v?ah .. .4 
3. History and 
Government 
4. Georraphy 
5. Maths 
6. Fhys ics 
7. Chemistry 
8. Biology 
9. Physical -
Science 
10. riologica! 
Science 
Group II 
1. Christian 
Religious 
Education 
2. Islamic 
Rel- Educat ion 
3. Social Educ. 
and Ethinics 
choicc of 
subjects from 
above 
Group III 
1. Home Science 
2. Art and Design 
3. Agriculture 
4. Woodwork 
5. Metalwork 
6. Building 
Construction 
7. Power Mechnics 
8. Electricity 
9. Drawing and 
Design 
Group IV 
1. French 
- 2. German 
3. Music 
4. Accounting 
5. Commerce 
6. Economics 
7. Typing and Office 
Practice. 
Choice of one subject ^rom Group 
• III and IV 
4'. There will be no separate English Literature and Fasih.i ya Kiswahili in 
the new syllabus. The:.,- subjects are now taken as part of English and 
Ki.iwahili resvcytiwly. KCSE Regulations and Sy 11.-buses, ibid. 
Three Possible Choices 
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4 4 
a) English, Swahili , Government and History, Geography, 
Maths, Biology, Chemistry, Physics, CRE and Agriculture. 
b) English, Swahili, Government and History, Geography, Maths, 
Biology, Physical Science, Socila Education and Ethics, 
Art and Design and Accounts. 
c) English, Swahili,- Government and History, Maths, Geography 
Physical Science, Biological Science, CRE, Home Science, 
and Economics. 
Source: Kenya National Examinations Council, KCSE: Regulations and 
Svllabus 1989-1590, 19S7. 
Implementation of the new curriculum requires 45 periods a week 
each of 40 to 45 minutes. In forms three and four, teaching periods 
are distributed in the following manner: Group 1 English 6, 
Swahili 5, History and Geography 3, Geography 3, Maths 6, Chemistry 4, 
Physics 4, Biology 4; Physical Science 6, Biological Science 4, 
Group 11, any subjects in this group 3 periods. Group 111, subjects 
have 3 or 4 periods depending on choice of Group 1; and Group IV 
subjects 4 periods. 
Students in the final two years of secondary education take between 
43 to 45 periods a week depending on the choice of subjects taken 
and this includes one period of Fhys-ieal Education. 
The new curriculum need to -be compared with old curriculum which 
was allocated 40 periods a week which were distributed in the 
following manner: English 8, Maths 7, Physical Sciences 6, (Physics 
and Chemistry) Biology 4, Kiswahili 5 and the rest examinable subjects 
three periods each. Physical Education had one period per week. At 
'0' level examination, the candidate had to take English and Mathematics 
as compulsory requirements;, but could enter for a minimum of nine subjects-
4. There will be no separate English Literature and Fasihi ya 
Kiswahili in the new syllabus. These subjects arr: now taken as part 
English and Kiewahili respectively. KNEC, KCSE Regulations and 
Syllabuses, ibid, p4-5. 
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From the above analysis we can observe that secondary school 
curriculum is overloaded in terms of the number of subjects offered 
and in the duration required to cover curriculum content. Recent research 
(Kakau 1985) has indicated these developments have put a great deal of 
strains on teachers and parents in their attempt to implement this 
curriculum. It-is increasingly being observed that pupils and teachers 
have to work extra hours at night, weekends and during -the holidays to 
cope up with the new curriculum 
The implementation of the new curriculum has also meant that 
schools hove to discard textbooks which were used previously and 
parents who had books acquired when some of their children were taking 
the old curriculum cannot utilise them. Schools have not only to buy 
e 
new textbooks but have also to put up new physical facilities for the 
8-4-4 curriculum. Makuu (1987) had indicated the suns involved in this 
process are colosal, and has questioned whether the country can afford 
this expenditure. In addition to the heavy financial resources required 
to implement and make this change effective, there are serious equity 
issues which need to be given serious attention^. 
5. Weekly Review (January 10, 1927)' argued that the introduction 
of science subjects as compulsory "raised eyebrows and not only because 
of the widespread lack cf physical facilities to teach (them) but alsc 
because of the number of periods it has been allocated". In a paper 
presented at the Education Conference (April 21-25 19C7) the Chief 
Inspector of Schools, Mr. T.M. Sitima admitted that there is too much 
content for too little time. The Minister of Education, Hon. Aringo 
announced towards end o£ IS87 shortened school holidays in April, and 
August, "to enable teachers to cover the broad and tight curriculum of 
the 8-4-4 system". Hence school terms will be 14-14-11 weeks per annum. 
Daily Nation, 19 December, 1987. 
6. It has beer, observed that a number of the text books 
prepared for the new curriculum hove serious shortcomings, see Weekly 
Review January 10, 1986. 
7. See "The 8-4-4 Cycle of Education" a paper prepared by 
the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology for the "Education 
Administration Conference, April 21-25, 1987. Ihis shows serious 
regional inequalities in provision of laboratories, workshops and 
classrooms. 
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This curriculum has tended to exacerbate regional, class and gander 
inequalities in provision of education particularly in provision of 
physical facilities and learning materials. At primary school level this 
phenomenon has been observed in many districts and schools which means that 
the curriculum will not be adequately implemented At secondary level 
assisted and unaided schools will hardly be able to implement the 
curriculum because of lack cf physical facilities leave alone textbooks. 
And since general science which most schools in these two categories offered 
to the pupils will be abolished in 196S, these- schools will be required 
to have laboratories to implement the new curriculum . It is quite 
cl.-ar they will not have the necessary facilities in two years time-10. 
Another problem which the country is facing in the implementation 
and teaching of trie new curriculum is the lack cf suitable and qualified 
teachers. As the Chic-f Inspector of Schools has indicated. th« "problem 
in primary schools is quite -icau1, while "in the secondary cycle, 
h.aramboe schools and commercial private schools are the hardest hit". 
Teachers tc teach the expanded and compulsory curriculum e.re difficult' 
to come by. Even before the introduction of the new curriculum there 
was shortage of t.-e.chers for subjects such us Kiswahili, Biology, Chemistry, 
Physics, Agritulture and technical subjects. This shortage is exacerbated 
by the requirements of the new curriculum. 
(b) The Perfernqce of Girly if. Kenya Certificate- of Education 
ie-aielrL .it a.,. 
Teblo 3, below gives data on the proportion of candidates who sat for a 
Selected number of subjects ir. the Kenya Certificate Examination in 1S36, 
The selected subjects are intended to indicate th. subjects which are likely 
t.. be te.koii or avoid-.d by girls at the secondary school level. 
8. See Daily U^ ti-.-n, September 19ii7 "Minister worried by Delay 
and Th.. Standard September 22, 19<J7S "nRingo; Construction of Workshops 
to Slow. " 
9. Sue,day K-.tion, September 13, 1S87 report of c speech by the 
Chief Inspector of Schools, Mr. Too Siting, "General Science to be 
abolished in 19e9''. 
10. Lack of facilities fcr teaching science, oubjects has made it 
necessary to bring b_ck the physical science and Biological science into the 
syllabus. The new curriculum was drawn in August 19E7 as an alternative 
tc the previously proposed, and is intended fcr schools with limited 
labe/ratories and other teaching facilities for 'pure1 science subjects, 
(personal communication from K.I.E.). 
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Table 3. Trie proporatien of boys and girls taking various subjects 
at KCE Examinations 19C5 
SubjeCiS Proportion 
of Boys 
Prcpertion 
of Girls 
Tot al 
Total candidates 60.9 39. 1 100. 00 
English .Language 60.9 39. 1 100. .00 (127847) 
history 50.8 39. 2 100. ,00. _(bSl6£) 
Geography 62.1 37. .9 100, .00 (120687) 
Kiswaniii. 60.7 39. .3 . . 100. .00 (106153) 
Christian Keligious 
Education 57.6 42. .4 100, . 00 (lObzOS) 
KotheuieLics 60.9 39. .1 iOO. .00 (127847) 
biology 63.0 39. .0 100, .00 (7<c424) 
General Science 5o.7 41. .3 100, .00 (49913) 
Physical Science 72.0 20 .0 . 100 .00 (23122) 
Physics 77.6 22 .4 100 .00 (5610) 
Chemistry 69.9 30 .1 100 ,'J0 (7670) 
Source: Kenya National Examinations Council, 1986. 
While a few mr-intaiiieu secondary schools will attempt to 
provide the facilities and materials required, the bulK of them will not 
be in a position to do sr. (hiikr.u 1987, Daily Nation: 22/9/87). 
High cost secondary schools, on the other hand will try as much as 
possible to avoid this - cerriculurj by offering overseas curriculum. 
There are already schools, in Kenya contemplating this option. ^ .In the 
final analysis it is th_ children from poor and middle inccce households 
who will be most adversely affected by the new curriculum. Girls secondary 
education fails into t'nir category. 
II. There is unresoiv-.-d deb :te in the country whether London GCE 
is going to be offered by KNiiC to Kenye students or become an examination 
for1 children of expartri; tLs. See Daily Nation Editorial 24 September, 
1987, "Whet is the use ai that Examination' . 
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In addition to inequalities which emerge within the school 
system, the teaching of science need to be given special attention. As 
Eshiwani (19C4) has shown girls are faring very badly in the science 
subjects, the curriculum has allocated between 16 and 18 periods per 
week for teaching of i-iathem:.'tics and science subjects (Physics, "Chemistry 
and Biology or Physical Science and Biological Science). This allocation 
auzas that those who want to do well in the scicnce subjects will have 
to work extra hard to neir.ta.r. ever the old poe.r standards. The 
implications of this to advancement of science education for girls at 
this level and subsequent levels of education "-'.id training need not to 
be lost to educational planners-
Chances of girls who st: rt Secondary education leaving before 
completing this Je\'el are higher when compared with that of beys (Kagia 
1S85). This phenomenon while observable at this level, is perhaps 
mere serious at primary school level. While pregnancy and leak of 
financial support account lor most oi the drop-out at secondary school 
level, there is likelihood that the curriculcu offered, the learning 
materials the girls are exposed to anu the attitudes of the teachers to 
girls may contribute iar much more th_n realised to this process. An 
•analysis ef textbooks for teaching Agriculture at primary school lev^i 
b> Anna Obura (19o6) has indicated the erroneous images being conveyed 
to girls as to who is a farmer in Kenya. The farmer in the textbook is 
aiw.ys a Bale, which is contrary tc. the situation in the agricultural 
sector which we described earlier in this paper. Obura (1936) argues 
that "in failing to portray tfoiieu in real roles, the textbooks deprives 
school girls of the models, falsefies rhe picture of tne real wurld tor 
teachers ar.d pupils ..like, and conditions boys to expect men in these 
roles, which is not conauciv- to facilitating the social change envisaged 
by the nation .I educational objectives. Ruth Kagia (19C5) has 
painted how these images cf voaen as subservant to men are perpetuated 
in the society to the extent taut they penetrate and pervaile- th- educational 
materials without raising a::/ serif us r.hj.-<-rior,s. 
12. See also Anna P. Obarc, "The lsage tf Girls ^nd Wa-iaen 
in Primary Textbooks in Kenya" (Vol. 1 and 11) u.iu.eo. A project 
funded by the Rockefeller Foundation lor the 1985 World Conference 
of the U.N. Decade fox Women, l?c7. 
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It will be a mistake for us to ISSUES the content of textbooks 
cud materials used r.t Secondary schools portrays favourable images of 
women and their roles in the society. Girls, learning from such materials 
are likely to have their attitudes and aspirations distorted in such 
ways as to encourage thee to leave school early, to track themselves out 
of science-based .and practical subjects, and those who remained in the 
sciences tc perform poorly in the examination. J Eventually, this leads 
girls to choose careers w'nicn are less paying, non-prestigious and which 
Qo not require competence in science subjects. 
Fron table 3 it can be observed that in compulsory subjects, 
English ana Mtbeir-atics, all the girls who had entered for the KCE 
examination took the subjects. In 1936, 39 per cent of the candidates 
were girls, which was the same proportion in 1905. In subj-.cts like 
Geography, History and Kiswahili the proportion of girls was the same as 
observed taking compulsory subjects. These three subjects were.however, 
taken by a small number of candidates. This should be contrasted with 
subjects like Christian Religious Education and General Science which 
attracted relatively more female candidates elian males. The proportion 
of girls taking the two subjects ir. I9S6 was 42 and 41 per cent respectively 
The situation also prevailed in 1985. 
In the science subjects, however, it is only Diology that the 
proportion of the girls remained at the same level as their proportion in 
the total number of KCL candidates. In Physical Science, Physics and 
Chemistry th.- proportion cf girls taking each subject was 28, 22 and 30 
per cent respectively. The so data and that of 1985 iv.dicati that on the 
whole fewer girls are taking science subjects as part or their secondary 
school curriculum. 
Wa need to analyse th. performance rf the girls in the subjects 
which we have selected. Table 4 compare the performance of beys and girls 
graded as distinction, credit, pass and fail. The best two grades in any 
subject are designated as distinction, while grades 3 tc. 6 art credits, 
grades 7 and o are pass and grade 9 is fail. 
13. Michael Apple, "Curriculum as Trie-oilogicai Selectie.n", 
Comparative Education P.-.vie-w Vol. 2, No. 2, 1976, pp.209-215. 
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Table 4: Quality of Performance ir. Selected KCE Subjects 
by Sex, in IS8S 
I 
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Subject Distinction Credit . Pass Fail 
K F K F M F M F 
English 0. .1 u. ,2 9. ,4 10. ,4 25. .7 24. ,4 63. .7 63. .6 
Maths 2 .5 0. .8 15. .9" 7. 6 20. .4 14, ,6 60. .0 76. .0 
General Science i. .2 0. .3 z2. .3 9. ,6 27. .2 18. ,e 47. .8 70. .4 
Biology 0. .2 0. .4 21. .7 33. .9 30. .3 25, .4 46. .6 59. .4 
Chemistry 7. .9 5. .4 37. .5 30. , 7 29. .3 30. .5 23'. .8 34, .2 
Physics 4. .2 1. . 4 38. .6 26. .1 26, .5 28. .4 30. .0 43. .0 
Sources: Kenya Katienal Examination Council, 1586. 
I 
Performance in English Language i:s the- KCE Examination in 
1586 was siuilar among girls r.r.d buys. In Mathematics which is the other 
compulsory subject the differences are very noticeable. Ovtr three quarters 
of the girls who sat for the examination failed the subject, as compared to ; 
60 per cent of the boys. Fcr entry into higher education and training 
institutions candidates require a credit or A distinction performance to be 
qualified. In Mathematics only 8.4 per Cent of the girls had reached that 
level as compared to 13.4 per cent of the bays. The pattern observed in 
performance in mathematics correlates to performance in other science subject 
although failure rates are low., r ranging from 34 to 70 per Cent. 
•j 
(c) Consequences of Secondary Scboc.1 Curriculum and Performance 
This data indicate that less than a third of the girls who 
take mathematics, biology and chemistry, physical sciences at secondary 
school level do not qualify for access to higher education arid training 
institutions which require high grades (credit and above) in science 
subjects to be eligible lor entry. In this way, nost of the girls who 
complete secondary schools are not eligible for enary intc high level 
careers in science based professions and, technology (1L0-JASPA: 1986, 
Kagie: 1935: Njeuga: 1986;.This situation was evident in our post-secondary 
technical training institutions and Karambee (self-help) Institutes of 
Technology in 1985 where female enrolment was only' 25 per cent. If 
secretarial and home-science courses were not included in some of these 
institutions, the proportion of females would have been lower. 
l'he pattern of performance discussed above is also observed 
with 1984 and 19E5 data. The overall performance in Mathematics and English 
has raised a great deal of concern in the last few 'years, but our analysis 
shew that the situation ic worse among girls. As indicated above, over three 
quarters of the girls who cct fer Maths in KCE examinations in 1935 and 
19(56 failed the subject. This trend i.=: likely to be exacerbated with 
the introduction of the 8-4-4 curriculum, ir. a situation where facilities 
and textbooks are not available for'the broad-based pre—vocational 
curriculum. The consequeiiees of this is that women are going te continue 
to have limited access to higher education and particularly in the science-
based professions and in cc rinarcial sector and industrial Sector. Anne 
lijenga (1906) has argued that whereas women are discriminated en post-
graduate training and promotions, there aie ether areas- work where such 
discrimination does not exist. She however emphasises the need for mere 
women to join careers lik-. agriculture, Veterinary science and engineering 
so as to make an impact ane at the same eiie. to ''act as tiodels of your.;; 
girls". While the number entering professional courses at university is 
lamentably low, the periortance of girls in the science subject? at 
secondary school level will oake it ci.Xfi.cult fer a sizeable number of 
women to enter into these professions.. The impact which Kjerjga (1985) 
h;Pes for might not be realised given the type and quality of curriculum 
the girls are exposed to all the way from praroe\ . chools to secondary 
schools. 
In short, the .• . condary school curricula, being phased out offered 
only limited number of girl.- with opportunities to study science. This 
was particularly so becaust most of the ^irlt did not ho-'o opportunities 
of attending government x n tained schools,• which have laboratory facilities 
and relatively well trainad teachers. Secondly, the girls who were taking 
Mathematics and Science subjects were ending up not performing eel], in the 
examinations, which jeoparoezed their chances of moving up Into institutions 
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oi higher education or training. This affects seriously their ability 
to compete in labour market. In this way, the country is losing a 
significant proportion cf its human resources especially in a field 
where there is an acute shortage. The curriculum changes which are 
being introduced as a p3rt of the 8-4-4 system are likely to exacerbate 
the problems discussed above. Hc-nce there is need for monitoring 
closely the effects of the new curriculum on the performance -cf girls 
in mathematics and. science subjects and its implications to access to 
higher education and in particular science-based professions and 
technical .fields. 
V. CONCLUSION 
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A firm foundation for women education at secondary, tertiary and 
university levels, and indeed, their access to professions and positions of 
influence, is based cn the rate and quality of participation of girls at 
the primary school level. It is crucial therefore that we pay special -
attention to the factors which hinder initial access of girls to schooling, 
and then the type and quality cf primary schooling offered. The quality, 
effectiveness and the diversity of curriculum provided depends on the exper-
ience, training and motivation of teachers, physical facilities (classrooms, 
laboratories, library etc.) available, textbooks and other learning materials. 
And for the learning process to be effective, time needs to be available 
for both teachers and pupils tc interact, and concentrate on their respec-
tive roles, that is, teaching and learning. While establishment of an 
effective and efficient learning environment is crucial in the early stages 
of childhood, the continuity cf this process is important in enhancing 
the acquisition of knowledge, skills and behaviour at all stages of the 
education system. 
Wnile the quality and level of participation of girls at primary 
school level depends to a large extent on parental factors such as educ-
ational background, income and expectations for their female children, we 
need to emphasize how these characteristics are intertwined with societal 
factors such as the level anc rate of economic development, the status cf 
women, income distribution, regional and class inequalities, and the level 
cf scientific and technological achievement. In Kenya, the resources which 
have been available .to the rural households, as a result of the agrarian 
and land reform, have influenced the development of education at all levels. 
The dominant contribution women have made in agriculture and food production 
has to a large extent fuelled the demand for education for girls (Hangerud: 
1934). Hence, since independence, girls education at all levels has been 
growing faster then that cf boys. The high rate of population growth in 
Kenya has provided added challenge to development in all the sectors of the 
society. The interaction of all these forces in the society has influenced 
participation of girls in education. The pressing challenge as Kenya moves 
to 8-4-4 system of education is whether we can maintain effectiveness and 
efficiency of the system. Science education for girls need particular 
attention and emphasis if the past curriculum offered, performance and out-
• comes are to be rectified. 
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This paper has emphasized the need for a better science curri-
culum fcr girls not only because of the pivotal role which performance in 
these subjects plays in access to formal employment opportunities, but also 
from the recognition of the sericus need for scientific and technological 
knowledge and skills among women if increased productivity in agriculture, 
improvement in health and in family planning are to be realised. Added to 
this, are the gains to be cerived from women who are scientifically literate 
in the socialization of children (Africa Development Bank: 1986 and Cast-
africa II: 1987). The first Congress of African scientists held in Erazzavill 
Congo, in July 1987, argued strongly the case for teaching of science by 
recommending that "what African governments need to do is to monitor the 
teaching of science and the related subjects constantly to ensure that in-
terest does not tapeoff, aid where it does, to find ways of restoring 
interest by use of creative teaching aids, incentives and prizes That will 
14 
motivate pupils". We would add that science education for women need 
even greater attention. 
Kenya is one of the few African countries which have not expe-
rienced disruption in its development efforts by internal or external con-
flicts. In this way, the country has benefited by having continuity in its 
development policies ana programs. The benefits of this continuity can be 
seen in the developments which have occured in the agricultural sector and 
particularly in food production. | 
The dynamic role which women play in the agricultural sector in 
Kenya and Africa is now well recognized but for this process to accelerate 
there is need for calculated interventions in fields of lend law, education 
and training in science and technology, and in provision cf financial and 
credit facilities. 
Although Kenya has fared fairly well in the development of educ-
ation, any continued progress in this field will inevitably require increased 
expenditure in addition to a careful and efficient utilisation of the avail-
able resources and opportunities. To enhance educational opportunities for 
girls in Kenya, it is therefore necessary that the managers and administ-
rators of schools not only utilize the available human and financial resources 
effectively but also aim at securing additionsresources. 
14. African Concord No. 147 July 2, 1987, p.7. 
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In view of the budgetary constraints facing the Ministry of' 
Education, and the high pe-ooortion of recurrent expenditure going into 
education and training (about 40 per cent in 1967/88 financial year) the 
task of providing additional resources into this sector and any improvements 
in the quality of schooling will definitely fall on the shoulders of the 
parents and harambee self-help activities. Cost sharing will therefore 
mean a dramatic shift of the burden of financing public education from 
government to the parents. One would hope that this shift will result into 
corresponding sharing of responsibilities of administration and management 
of schools, appointment and discipline of teachers, and quality of curri-
culum offered. For schools to face up to the challenges outlined in this 
paper, there is not only need for motivated and qualified teachers, text 
books, and laboratories, and other basic facilities; but also for schools 
time to be allocated in such a way that effective teaching and learning is 
possible. 
Secondly, we need to recognize that we are losing many talented 
people through the curriculum currently being offered. Remedial work need 
to be instituted in this field. Retraining of science teachers and institu-
ting special science education programs for those who have failed need 
immediate attention. These programs should have clear bias towards women to 
remedy the pathetic situation we have analysed above. 
Thirdly, there should be deliberate programs to give women who 
have distinguished themselves in the fields of science and technology leader-
ship positions not: only in education, but also in key sectors of the society 
(Castafrica "II: 1987). These will form the role of models discussed above 
which young girls can emulate. These policy efforts if closely tied to 
remedial programs for science education fcr women, can enable them to per-
fe-m and achieve highly in the sciences and technical training. 
The contributern of research in highlighting the situation of 
women in various fields of development cannot be over-emphasised as a form, 
of creating awareness anc" in seme instances promoting intervention which 
can be beneficial. 
Education researchers should Therefore continue to devote time, 
and their analytical knowledge and skills tc the study of Hi® linkages hctw< 
schooling opportunities (access and curriculum exposure) to the improvement 
of status of women in the society. 
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